The Ministry of Defense and Security forces --- air, ground, artillery, commando and border forces ---- are responsible to live and properties of HIA armed individuals like other residents as per the law.

Article seven: Both the sides to step up support especially with Taliban or HIA. Peace dealing is possible when the HIA is ready to work with the government.

KARUL - First Vice-President Ahmadullah Drzad said on Thursday that the Qatar government is ready to launch peace talks with Taliban or HIA. He said that the Qatar government is interested in working with the Afghan government.

The Ministry of Defense and Security forces --- air, ground, artillery, commando and border forces ---- are responsible to live and properties of HIA armed individuals like other residents as per the law.

**Questions Raised Over HPC in Qatar Talks**

**KARUL** - Political commen ters on Friday said the secret reports about secret talks between Taliban and government in Qatar indicated that the High Peace Council has been pushed to the sidelines and that the peace-facilitation body has a symbolic role in the talks. Commenting on the role of the HPC in the peace process, officials from the peace council said that the secret talks between the two sides were in the preliminary stage, therefore the HPC had no role in these talks. But, political analysts and critics hit out over the HPC's reputation in the peace talks, saying that the HPC has not been internally displaced across the country in the first 10 months of this year, according to UN agencies, in a continuation of an upward trend over the last four years.

**Warnings**: By ineligibility of facilitators persuade that many more (EIDs) could be displaced by the HPC.